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Task Force seeks to improve minority enrollment
By Anthony Pinheiro

As a requirement of the New
Jersey State Board of Higher Education, and supported by the 3.9
million dollar Challenge Grant
awarded to Kean College in 1985,
a task force on black and Hispanic
enrollment was formed by President
Weiss. The task force reported to a
session of the Board of Trustees on
Monday, March 16 on its plans to
recruit and keep black and Hispanic
students at Kean College.
Black and Hispanic enrollment
has been steadily declining for
several years. According to a report
by the American Council on Education released last year, fewer blacks
and Hispanics are going to college
than 10 years ago, and the report
describes chance of more minority
students enrol Ii ng in the future as
" dismal".
The report of the task fo rce on
black and Hi spanic enrollment is
" to strengthen black and Hispanic
recruitment, with the major thrust
of the proposal to be aimed at the
halt of the decline of black and

Hispanic enrollment," said Janice and establishing a network of black
Murray.
and Hispanic alumni to recruit,
The preliminary plan focuses its mentor and advise students.
attention on six key areas. They are:
The initiation of research to
recruitment of full-time students, understand the situation of black
improving the academic env iron- and Hi spanic students at Kean is the
ment, scholarship aid, special pro- Task Force's sixth area of consideragrams, improving the social environ- tion. The research will focus on the
ment for minority students, and fur- specific academic problems faced
ther research into black and by the particular grou ps. For examHispanic enrollment declines.
One of the programs that the task
force has suggested is the establishment of an Africana Studies Institute. The Africana Studies Institute
is designed to encourage interBy June Gazek
departmental research and scientific
inquiry in the arts, sciences, and
The Structure and Mechanics
cu ltures that African studies
Subcommittee of the president's
represent.
task force recommended in its' final
Some of the other goals of the
report that departmental groups be
task force are increasing the regularfunded by their respective departly admitted black and Hispanic
ments and that WKNJ be funded by
students, coordinating visits with
the Speech/Theater/Media departblack and Hispanic students, coor- ment (STM). All of the departmendinating visits with black and tal groups have in the past been
Hispanic high school students to funded by Student Organization.
Kean . Some of the long-term plans The groups that would be affected
of the task force are establishing a by this decision are: the Athletic
permanent Admissions Recruiter, Training Club, FASA, the Philosophy
Club, Science Organization, Health
Professions, the Political Science
Club, and Early Childhood.
" For a long time we have conin the quad will be resurfaced to improve drainage, and the access road
to Sozio Hall will be widened for
delivery vehicles and trash pick-up.
This would cost $300,400 but has

A host of improvements for the
residence halls, recommended by

resident students last Fall, are planned for next y ar.
"We are working on a program to
increase security and staff, and containing litter," said Robert M aslow,
Director of Housing at Kean.
Card activated security systems
like the ones in place _in Dougall
and Whiteman Halls will be installed in Burch, Rogers, Sozio, and
Bartlett Halls. The units will be activated by wallet sized cards held
by resident students. The cost of installing the machines is estimated
at $16,800.
The garbage compactor units in
the residence halls, many of which
are in their 14th year of use, will be
replaced with new units at a cost of
$20,000.
The aspha lt court and wa lkways

retention of black students with
minor emphasis on the Hi spanic
commu nity.
The task force hopes to have their
preliminary plan imposed during
the end of 1987 and 1988 semesters
in order to achieve better black and
Hispanic enrollment. But funding
will be required for many of the
ideas to come to action.

STM department to fund WKNJ

Renovations in residence halls
By Ogaga Oboh

pie the use of the word " Hispanics"
makes the assumption that al l national groups of Spanish origin
sha re th e same social, economic,
and ed ucational situations, but this
is not the case. The task force
discussed a new topic of consideration in their report, that of Hi spanic
student enrollment. Prior to this
report, an emphasis was put on the

sidered placing WKNJ under the
Speech/Theater/Media department,
said Pat Ippolito, Vice President of
Student Services." " Partly because
thecollege'sBoard ofTrustees holds
their FCC license. The recommendations for the departmental groups
and for WKNJ came from the President and was accepted by the Structure
and
Mechanics Subcommittee."
According to STM Professor
Lillian Trezinski who is faculty advisor to WKNJ, the STM department
is growing, and if WKNJ is involved in the curriculum it will enbance
participation at the station and training of students interested in
broadcasting.

However, sources from WKNJ do
not share the STM department's enthusiasm. One, who asked not to be
identified, felt that while recruitment would be enhanced, the
department would make major
changes in the way the station is
run.
Another member of WKNJ, Matrice Chaikiufky felt that Student
Organization shou ld be responsi ble
for funding the station because that
relationship had worked well in the
past.
Professor Trezinski stated that the
department has no interest in taking control of WKNJ. The station 's
general manager Larry Rauson was
unavailable for com ment.

Student ()pg

experienced cost 0\/erruns already.

In the first floor of Whiteman Hall
$25,000 to $30,000 is needed to furnish a quiet area with student
monitors where resident occupants

cou Id study.
This summer, maintenance plans
to close Bartlett Hall for a facelift
program . Apartments and hallways
will be repainted, and the plumbing will be repaired.
New switchi ng equipment installed on the emergency generators
will supply power to lights in the
corridors, sta irwells, and to the
elevators in case of a power failure.
Money will be taken out of the
housi ng budget to provide beepers
for Residence Assistants (R.A.'s) so
they cou ld be paged.

can
~ --=m•·:.:-d
-~ates speak in Sloan Lounge

and Dann}RO lgersrunning for Assis- presented a brief summa ry of his or
tant Treasurer of Student Organiza- her platform . After th at, the floor
Six of the nine ca ndidates runn- tion . Two of the candidates for Vice was opened to questions from the
ing for positions i n Student President, Stanley M atthews and
40 to 50 students watching.
organizations executive board Kevin Doyle were not at the
Students voiced their concerns on
delivers speeches and answered meeting, and Jeff Massimillo, who
matters like security on campus,
questions on Tuesday in Sloan is running for Assistant Director of
alcohol perm its for parties on camLounge. Thi s event represented the National Student Affairs was also
pus, how to break student apathy,
only opportunity for students to see absent. According to Matthews'r un- . and f;iow to raise revenues for Stuall of the candidates together before ning mate on th e Cougar Coalition
dent Organization .
the elections next Thursday.
ticket Erich Ru chs, Matthews was in
The question and answer session
Present at the event were Eri ch
Newark at the time volunteering his
lasted until 3:00, when George Star
Ruchs, Tara Stuart and Mark Good- time to the needy.
adjourned the meeting.
man runn ing for President of Stu- .
George Star, the current Vice
Voting is in the College Center
dent Organization; Jeeva Sri runnPresident of Student Organization,
buildin g on Tuesday, April 7.
ing for Vice President; Maureen
moderated the event. Each can- Students must have a driver's license
Cummings runnin g for Secretary;
didate introdu ced themself and or college I. D.
By John A. Sa lerno

Students to crash at -College Center
By John Salerno

The Convincer, a machine that
simulates an auto accident with a
seat-belted passenger inside, w ill be
operating in front of the College
Center building on Tuesday, April 7.
The machine is to be used to
demonstrate the importance of
wearing seat belts.
The machine will be supplied by
the New Jersey Committee for Safety Belt Use, and funding for the appearance is being provided by the
New Jersey Public Health Association. The technology department
produced signs for the entrance.
The Convincer demonstration is
part of a vehicular safety program
coordi nated by Dr. Lou ise Chut and
Dr. Josh Palgi , assistant professors in
the department of educatio n,
recreati on and health.
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What's up at

Freshman Center

• • •

Cooperative Education Program

Coop jobs equal academic
credits, salary, work experience
1) Job Order #997 Marketing Coop-Food Broker, 20 hrs./wk., $7.50
Hr., P/r.
2) Job Order #996 Early Childhood Coop-Child Care Center, 20
hrs./wk., No Salary (Internship), P/r.
3) Job Order #995 Finance/Marketing/English Coops-Publishing
Corp., 40 hrs./wk., $250/wk., F/r Summer.
4) Job Order #993 Business Coop-New York City Bank, 20 hrs./wk.,
$7.78/hr., P/r.
5) Job Order #991 Psychology/Health/Fine Arts Coop-Youth Club,
40 hrs./wk., No Sa lary (Internship), F/r Summer.
6) Job Order #987 English/Communications Coop-Publishing Corp.,
2-3 Full days/wk., Stipend, P/r.
7) Job Order #984 Accounting Coop-CPA Firm, 15-20 hrs./wk.,
$5.00/hr., P/r.
8) Job Order #982 Accounting Coop-Equipment Corp., 15-20 hrs./wk.,
$5.50-$6.00/hr., P/r.
9) Job Order #899 Business Coop- Day Care Center, 15-20 hrs./wk.,
$4.00/hr., P/r.
10) Job Order #920 Business Coop-Retailing Corp., 37 ½-40 hrs./wk.,
$6.00/hr., F/r.
Change Your life!
senior status 3.0 or higher grade
Visit the Cooperative Education point average. Academic credits
Office (Townsend HaH, T 209) and (1-15) vary l:,y department. Telephone
learn how Co-op can help you to (527-2357) or visit for an
develop a career and life direction application .
and relevant work experience.
Dr. Michael G. Hell iwell-Director
Eligibility: Matriculated junior or
Let's Cooperate Together

Career Services Center

April recruitment ca/,enda,r
Each year, from October through
May, the Kean College Career Services Center sponsors an OnCampus Recruitment Program
primarily for seniors. Representatives from business, education,
government, and graduate schools
visit our office to interview students
interested in jobs and graduate
study.

Date
04/02/87

04/02/87
04/06/87

04/07/87

04/08/87
04/08/87

04/09/87

04/09/87

04/21/87

All those interested in signing up
for appointments for the April, 1987
schedule may do so beginning
March 16, 1987 at the CSC Office,
located in the Main Building of the
East Campus. For additional information about the On-Campu s
Recruitment Program, please call
527-2040.

Company

Majors

Burlington Air Express

Sales representatives. Any
major; Business majors
preferred . Seniors and
alumni.
Ocean Town ship Schools All Education majors.
Seniors and alumni.
John Hancock Mutual
Sales representatives. MarLife Insu ran ee
keting and sales · majors
preferred. Seniors and
alumni.
Management
trainees,
Sh_erwin Williams Co.
Business', Marketing and
Liberal Arts majors. Seniors
and alumni.
Frederich County Schools All Education majors.
Frederich, Maryland
Seniors
and
alumni .
Petrie Stores Corporation Management Science and
AccounNng majors; seniors
and alumni. Management
trainee positions.
Newark School System
All Education majors.
Seniors and alumni . Teaching K-12.
U.S Navy
STUDENT CENTER . 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. No appointment necessary.
.Sherwood Capital
Stockbroker training program. Business and Liberal
Arts majors; seniors and
alumni.

fl·

It's early Spring, but it's almost Fall
By Gay Lumsden,
Director Freshmen Center
It's almost time to plan y.our Fall
schedule. That is, Pre-Registration (it
used to be called Advanced
Registration) is upon us. It will be
different this time, so you'll want to
prepare to do it right. Some
con·siderations:
PERMIT TO REGISTER FORM :
Your permit sticker will be on the
form; you will pick it up in your
department or, if you are undecided, in the Freshman Center
(undecided majors who have above
28.5 credits will pick up permits in
the Advisement Center, Administration Bu ilding.)
ADVISEMENT. You should see
your major department advisor and
your Freshman Seminar teacher

',
~~

'

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,

Dear Concerned,

My roommate has been depressed and discouraged for a few weeks.
She sleeps all day and misses many
of her classes. She's never been able
to talk with us about what her problems are but we're . concerned.
Should we be?

You are right to be worried over
your roommate's change in
behavior and activity level. The
more serious episodes of depression
affect a person's ability to meet the
problems of daily life. She needs to
get some help with this and maybe
you could encourage her to come
to the Counseling Center. If you are .

Signed,
Concerned

first choices if necessary.
CLOSED COURSES : As registration proceeds, closed course listings
will be posted at the Registrar's Office, the Evening Office O106), and
the Freshman Center. Just before
you turn in your registration form,

be sure to check closed courses
and
make
any
necessary
su bstitutions.
SUBMISSION:
Freshman
schedules should be turned in to
your Freshman Seminar teacher or
Freshman Center May 6, 7, and 8.
If your schedule is turried in earlier,

it will not be processed until that
date, so it's best to wait and be sure
courses you want are still open
when you turn the schedule in.
QUESTIONS? Call the Freshman
Center, 527-3114.

unsuccessful, maybe you know
someone close to her, or an R.A.
who might convince her. There are
many causes of depression that are
prevalent among young students, including: family problems; a signficant loss; pressure to succeed; and
poor self-esteem . It can help to be
aware of these so that you can be
sensitive to the problems of those
who show these signs.

Signed,
Connie

Remembering The Ladies

Rosalyn Sussman Yalow
By Rita Martinez
Nobel Prize winner Rosalyn
Sussman Yalow is one of the few
women to receive this noted award.
Following in the footsteps of her inspiration, Marie Curie, Dr. Yalow
was one of the pioneers in the field
of nuclear medicine for which she
won the Nobel Prize in 1977. In addition, she was the first woman to
receive the Alfred Lasker Prize for
Basic Medical Research in 1976.
Born Rosalyn Sussman to poor
Jewi sh immigrants in the Bronx in
1921, she established a formidable
educational record grad uating from
Hunter College magna cum laude
and Phi Beta Kappa. She received
a doctorate in physics from the
University of Illinoi s in 1945. She
worked as an electrical engineer
and taught physics at Hunter before
joining the staff at the Bronx
Veteran's Administration Hospital to
set up a Radioisotopes Service.
In 1950 she began working with
Dr. Solomon A. Ben son, a collaboration that lasted for 22 years
until the time of Dr. Benson's death.
Together they researched and
published ground-breaking findings
in radioimmunossay, a laboratory
procedure using radioi sotopes and
immunological methods to measure
body fluids and substances in the
blood. This process is used in

diagnosing arid treating diabetes,
growth disorders, glandular
disorders, sterility, ulcers and kidney
problems as well as detecting the
presence of drugs in the body and
screening blood for a vi ru s that
causes hepatitus.
In 1973 Dr. Yalow was appointed
Di rector of the Solomon A . Benson
Research Laboratory. Presently she
is the Senior M ed ical Investigator of
the hospital while continuing her
research . Among the numerous
awards she has received are twelve
in medicine and thirty-six honorary
doctorates from United States colleges and universities as well as

SPRINC BREAK '87
111

SI. George's University Sc hool or Medicine / 3 7 2
c / o The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street • Bay Shore. New York 11706
(516) 665-8500

R. Lauderdale •
~

·onthebe«h

FT. lAUDERDAlES PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

10amto6.pm POOLSIDE PARTIES
Lift D.J. IMCHINO POOL81DI CONTUT • WATIII V0LUYULL
'IOUIINAMINT • l'fllE HEIi CHUO IIELAYII • ,uE T4HIIIT IIIEA\'8
THI HLLYFLOP CONTl8T • AND CLIMAX THI DAY wmt ... THE
WE I I dT, WET T·SHIIIT CONTIST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY IUGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T•SHIRTB • AND OTHER QIYEAWAY9

7pm to 8 pm COlLEGE HAPPY HOUR
KEAN COLLEGE PARTY***** MONDAY, APRIL 13, 1987
FREE SPRING BREAK '87 T-SHIRT WITH

New York S 1a1e
New Jersey
Uniled Kingdom

• Approved February 4, 1987 by the New York Sla le Ed ucati o n Department for 1he
purpose of conduct ing a clinical clerkship program in New York teaching hospitals.
• S1. George"s received a similar approval in 1985 from the New Jersey Board of
Medical Exa miners; 1his esrablis hes SI. George's as the only foreign medical school
with ins1ruc1ion in English 1ha1 has state-approved ca mpu ses in bo1h New York
and New Jersey.
• Over 700 students ha,e transferred 10 U.S. medical schools. S1. George"s has
grad ua1ed over 1,000 physicians:
They are licensed in 39 sta tes:
They hold facuhy positions in 20 U.S. medical schools-250/o have been Chief
Residents in 11 9 U.S. hospitals (according to a 1986 survey).
• S1. George's is entering its second decade of medical educat ion. In the firs t decade .
we were cited by The Journal of lhe American Medical Association (Ja nua ry 1985)
as ranking number o ne of a ll major fo reign medical schools in the initia l pass rate
on 1he ECFMG exam .
• S1. George"s is one of the few fo reign med ical schools whose student s quali fy fo r
Guaranteed Student Loans. Our student s also quali fy for the PLUS / ALAS loan s
and, urider certa in conditio ns, VA loans. S1. George's gra nt s a limited number of
loans a nd sc holarships to entering student s.

many from abroad. Dr. Yalow is a
member of the National Academy
of Sciences and the American
Academy of Arts and Scien ces.
In addition to her professional life,
Dr. Yalow stresses that she has been
married to Dr. A. Aaron Yalow for
over forty years, has raised two
children and continues to do al\ her
marketing and cooki ng herself to
mainta in a kosher home. Dr.
Yalow 's reputation as a Superwoman is certainly earned,
especially when one considers that
the major portion of her research
was accomplished while her
children were of school age.

------CELEBRATE-----

Affilia1ed Hospi10/s in

~ -f' GRENADA
~ ST . VINCENT

For information
please con tact
the Office of
Admissions

(either from Fall, 1986 or Spring,
1987) to check your requirements
and schedule. If you have no
Freshman Seminar teacher, make an
appointment at the Freshman
Center (527-3114.)
"A PPROVED PETITION REQUIRED ": New phase, old idea.
For some courses (such as
developmental studies), go to the office designated in the "Schedule of
Classes." There you will receive a
form which states the course you
are to take. Be sure to attach the approved petition to your registration
form before you submit it.
"ALTERNATE SECTIONS" and
'J\LTERNATE COURSE": This time,
alternate choices will be important.
Be sure to se lect sections and
courses that can substitute for your

The Counseling Center

Speakers
GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
on disarmament J~ )tST.SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE
Attention dorm dwellers! Take ad-,
vantage of this rare occasion.
On Su nday, April 5, from 5 to 7
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge in
Downs Hall, able spokespersons
will present the position of two major churches on th e nuclear cris is
and the cha I lenge of peace.
Sister Pat Natale of the Department of Human Concerns of the Archdiocese of Newark will present
the pastoral letter of the U.S.
Catholic bishops. Rev. Jeff Brown,
Executive Director of Global Learning, will talk on the pastoral letter
of the United Methodist bishops.
Chris Cottle, former Director of Student Activities at Kean, now in that
position at Essex County College,
will be the moderator.
There wi ll be an opportunity for
questions and discussion, and
refreshments.'

Thurs., April 2, 1987

PAID ADMISSION FOR
ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND B O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE 1.0.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER- S.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents ••.
" • LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PUJ8 OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D.J. SPINNING THE BEST DANCI
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.
r-CllP ANO S A V E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --------CllP AHO SAVE-,

I KEAN COLLEGE PARTY******** MONDAY, ~PRIL 13, ' 871
I
ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
I
II
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY
II
f Sumrnera on the Beach • 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft. Lauderdale, F1ortda • (3051 482-81178 ·t
I
(located block north ol Lu Otaa Blvd. on A1Al
I FLORIDA DRINKING LAW: You muat be born on or befor9 June 30, 1. . .
(llfflllonopo,cuo,_

Y,

I

·I

I
I

to legally purch- alcoholic NftrqN In Floftda.

SPRING BREAK '87

Thurs., April 2, 1987
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Which do you feel is more important to the country,
education or defense?

Speak Out!
By A ndy Kossowsky
President Reagan's proposed FY
1988 budget gives th e department
of defense an increase to 303 billion
do llars. Th is doesn't include th e appropriati ons fo r nucl ear weapons,
whi ch is through th e department of
energy. That outlay is 8 bill ion
dollars.
In contrast, student loan programs
like th e Guaranteed Stud ent Loa n,
Pell grant and th e Federal WorkStud y proga m ,
h ave b een
dramati ca lly cut.

Guaranteed Student Loans have
been redu ced fro m 3 bi llion to 1.2
bi llion do llars and th e Pell gra nt
program's max imum all owable income has been decreased from
28,900 doll ars a year to 20,000
dollars a yea r.
Speak Out questioned some
students about w hich program th ey
believed was mo re va luable to th e
co un t ry. Th e res ults we re
overwhelming.

....
John Dowling
Equal education is more important than defense. Without student
loans, not everyone has a fair shake.

Constance Jasper
Student loans are more important.
It's more important for people to be
educated than to live in fear of being blown to pieces.

Greg Hudzik
Student loans. Our educati on is
more important th an weapon s and
des tru cti on .

Adriana Camargo
Students will eventually become
our leaders, and for that they'll need
an education. We have enough
weapons already.

Gayla Zehner
Student loans, because educating
today 's people can help to promote·
world peace.

.....
Rod Belle
Student loans - it's crucial that
youth attend college. Why spend
money on something to destroy,
rather than to create. Unfortunately the government doesn't see it that
way.

Nancy Powers
If the majority of people are
educated, maybe someday we will
be able to overcome our basic instinct for violence and move to
more peaceful ways of resolving
world turmoil.

Ted Wallace
The " Star Wars" missile defense
system and MX missiles are billion
dollar programs. How many college
educations can one MX missle pay
for?

The Dow Jones student achievement awards
The Educational Service Bureau
of Dow Jones & Company
developed the Wall Street Journal
Student Achievement Award Program in 1948. Since its inception,
hundreds of colleges and universities throughout the United States
have chosen this award to honor
students whose academic performance is considered exceptional.
This award was brought to Kean
College by the College's chapter of
the Society for the Advancement of
Management (S.A.M.) and the
award criteria was determined by a
committee of faculty from the
Department of Economics and
Management
Sciences
and
representatives from the Executive
Committee of S.A.M . in 1985, the
year of the first award. Barbara
Finger,-class of '85 and Philip Kosoy,
class of '86 were the previous
winners.
The award consists of:
• A personally engraved desk ornament naming the student as the
winner of the Outstanding Student

Achievement Award in Management in 1987.
• His/her name will be mounted
on a permanently mounted plaque
in the Department identifying all
past award recipients.
• A one year complimentary
subscription to the Wall Street
Journal.
• He/she and a guest will be the
guest of S.A.M. at its annual banquet at which time the award will
be presented, the slate of new officers will be announced and a prominent guest speaker will address
the membership.
Criteria for selection: (#)

1. Cumulative GPA, representing
completion of at least 105 credits
(transfer students must have completed at least 45 credits at Kean) .
Points will be awarded equal to the
GPA.
2. Achievement in " professional
courses". Points will be awarded
equal to twice the point value of the
grades earned . Points will be

granted only for courses completed
at Kean.
3. Student activity. Points will be
awarded for leadership, and participation in student organizations
and activities.
4. Additional points will be
awarded for completion of each
semester of Co-op; one point for
each completed semester.
Application Procedure:
1. Applications may be secured
from the Department Secretary, Mrs.
Winter, in W-405.
2. Applications must be submitted on or before 31 March 1987, addressed to Prof. Herbert S. Parker,
Dow-Jones Student Achievement
Award, W-405 J.
3. A report of grades from the
most recently completed semester,
indicating overall GPA and total
credits earned, shall be attached to
the application .

# For further detail see the Application form .

PART TIME JOB
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE WITH

llfll~ll!I~·

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM
5-61 Bay Ave .
Elizabeth , NJ 07201

POSITIONS
DIFFERENT SHIFTS AVAILABLE
We will work with
you to tit your
schedule into our schedule.

• PACKAGE HANDLERS- !:,~~%

• Hours may change slightly

• START/NG RA TE: $7:00/Hr.
• 5 DAY WORK WEEK - Monday thru Friday
Opportunities for advancement into part time
• management positions and career opportunities
in operations, sales .. following graduation.
FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT CALL

Roadway Package System
Come Grow
With Us!

201 351-3985

AN ECXML OPPORTUNITY AFFIRMATIVE ACTON EMPLOYER

Come Grow
With Us!
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Editorial
Candidates endorsements
On April 7th the Student Organization
elections wi 11 be held as a serivce to the
campus community. The Independent spent
several hours interviewing candidates to
make students aware of the platforms that
each candidate stands for. The results of
these interviews are printed in the following pages. What appears below are the endorsements made by the Independent for
the candidates that we feel would be best
suitable for the respective positions. These
endorsements are a result of personal interviews and speeches the candidates made
Tuesday.
Running unopposed for Assistant National
Affairs Director is Jeff Massamillo. Jeff, a
sophomore, is the prime candidate for a
position of this caliber. He is the regional
representative to the United States Student
Association. He has also served as freshman
and sophomore class president.
Also running unopposed for Assistant
Treasurer is Danny Rodgers. Rodgers has (:Ompi led an impressive list of credits in the years
that he's been at Kean. The positions he has
held are quite diversified. As stated in his
slogan Danny Rodgers is indeed " the experienced choice, the responsible choice, the
\ogica\ choice:'
Campaigning for the position of Secretary

of Student Organization is Maureen Cummings. Cummings, a sophomore has held
this position this past year. She has experience in the position and would be the
likely candidate for this position again, next
year.
Although all three of the candidates for
Vice President are qualified, the Independent feels that Jeeva Sri would be best for
the position. It was the opinion of the
Editorial Board that Sri had many diversified
concerns, with new and innovative ways of
dealing with commuter problems, freshman
apathy and fund-raising ideas. Sri possess the
talent of an awed listener, capable of the patience that is needed in the position he is
aiming for. With his inner qualities, past experience and new ideas, Jeeva Sri would be
a candidate to take note of.
The presidential endorsement goes to a
candidate that has been active in Kean
politics for three years. Tara Stuart has been
involved in various communities, and
groups. She has fought for students rights
both in Washington and at Keari. Her experience for the position is far better than
that of her opponents. In an important position such as President of Student Organization it is vital that the individual knows what
is going on around campus. We feel that Tara
Stuart knows just that.
Whoever you may believe to be the best
candidate, the Independent urges all to vote
in the upcom ing election. M ake you voice
hea rd . Vote!

Letters
Save the Campus School
Dear Editor,

I am speaking on behalf of all
education majo rs at Kean Co ll ege,
in support of keeping th e Campus
School in operation, instead of closing down the entire program. I cannot express in word s, the worth and
potential of such a needed program.
Furthermore, th e Campus School

has progressed to become quite an
asset to th e college commun ity
throu gh it's wid e spread use.
Graduate assistants, Speech majors,
O ccupation al th erapists, and other
majors have all benefited from
utilizin g the Campu s School
faci Iities for observation s, clini cal
work, internships, interv iew s and

fie ld experience.
Currently, I am doing my sen ior
fi eld experience in such a setting,
and cannot see any valid reason for
terminatin g the program . I feel th at
many other underclassmen should
not be denied the same rewarding
experience, as I am able to receive.
Yours Truly,
Barbara Fittipaldi
Special Education Major

A matter of mix-up
Dear Editor,

In response to the " Fed up With
the Bank ... again" letter to the
editor, upon meeting with the Assistant Manger of the bank, it has been
discovered that the students here at
Kean that belong to thi s branch are,

thi s service fee. When a service fee
appears on your statement it is not
necessary to have it removed
in fact, not being charged the $6.00
because the charge only appears
fee for checking accounts under
due to the · centralized billing
$600.00. The service fee appears on . system . I hope thi s letter helps to
the statements due to a centralized
clear up the problem with the serbilling system . The truth of the matvi ce charge.
ter is, our branch is the only branch
Sincerely,
out of 26 that isn't being charged
Mark J. Goodman

A job well done
Dear Editor,

I'm writing in regard to the article concerning the Leukemia fund
raiser. The article is entitled " Ch i
cru shed the Tau Benefit". It was not
only the " Tau Benefi t". The article
also states that " Tau raised $637.00"
wi th no mention of the many other
fraternities or sororities that also aided to that cause. I would like to take

thi s time to thank all the others involved in thi s very successful day.
Both Tau and Chi prepared for thi s
event by selling tickets and
distributing a number of flyers. So
thank you Sigma Theta Chi for thi s
benefit as wel I as Sigma Beta Tau.
Thanks to the sororities who supplied the refreshments: Omega
Sigma psi, Allpha Theta Pi, and Nu

No condoms on campus
Dear Editor,

In response to last week's letter
entitled, " Prevent the spread of
Aids" we must say that we tota lly
disagree. We are not in favor of con-

Student
Organization
Elections
• President •
•Vice President •
•se·cretary •
•Ass.Secretary •
•Ass. Treasurer •
• Ass. N .S.A. •
Make you vote
count Apri I 7, 9-5,
school I. D. and
license required.

doms being readily available on
campus, and it is certainly not the
duty of a college to provide us wi th
such devices. The new ru le seems
to be, promi scuity is acceptable no
matter w hat your age, as long as you
use devices to avoid pregnancy and
are wi lling to destroy w hat's in the
mother if you do become pregnant.
Unfo rtun ately, the current Aids
epidemic is a condom man ufacturers dream; takin g advantage of
public hysteri a to provide their alter-

Theta Ch i. Also thanks to Nu Delta
Pi for serving as security. Thanks to
Mike Timmney for announcing the
game, and last but not least thanks
to all the people who came and
supported the cau se. The cooperation of all involved made the day a
great success, and we're looking forward to next years' game.
Sincerely,
A Concerned Greek

native. It's interestin g to see how
many people around the country,
including students, try to pass on
their desires and ideas under the
gui se of, "safe sex".
What we need is a resurgence to
moral and spiritual standard s and
furthermore, we hope and pray that
Kean Co llege wi ll not bow down to
pressure but wi ll upho ld the standard 'th at an ed ucational institution
should have.
Students Supporting
Decency and Responsibility
S.S.D.R.
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By Manny Cantor

On the status of women .in the U.S.A.
Most of the Kean population
should be happy with the U.S.
Supreme Court decision last week
on affirmative action. It can only encourage and reinforce a primary
dynamic of our college. A major
principle "fundamental to the mission of the College" is stated thus:
"Kean College has a deep commitment to providing the best educational opportunities to a pluralistic
student population. Women,
minorities, persons of all ages and
ethnic backgrounds are supported
and will be actively recruited in
their endeavor to obtain a college
education."
In case you haven't caught up
with this momentous decision of
the Court, a few sentences on its
significance. It is the broadest and
clearest extension of its decisions on
affirmative action. It is the first ruling supporting an affirmative action plan that gives job preference
to women over men. It is the first
ti me the Court clearly rul ed that an
employer does not have to be guilty of past discrimination in order to
use racial and sex-based preference
in hiring and promotion . It is a major victory for women's rights and
civil rights. It is a major defeat for
the Reagan Administration .
It is a safe bet that there will be
plenty of negative reactions on Kean

College campus, as there will be in
the country. White males will
charge they will be victims of
"reverse discrimination." Dire
predictions will mount that hirings
and promotions no longer will be
based on merit. Loud will be the
protestations from individuals that
"it is not my burden to correct the
inequities of history".
The Supreme Court's 6-3 decision
was most heartening, and surprising. Given the conservative composition insured by the Reagan appointees, and the relentless drive of
the Administration to weaken and
destroy affirmative action, the unexpected result compelled me to admi re the integrity and independence displayed. But let there
be no illusions, Terry Eastland is the
Justice
Depa rtme nt's
top
spokesman. Asked how the Administration might hope to regain
the ground it has lost in the last five
decisions, Mr. Eastland said, "a new
appointment or two." In response I
offer up a prayer for the good hea lth
and long life of Justices William
Brennan and Thurgood Marshall.
The Myth of Women's
Liberation in America
There is widespread misconception that Ameri can women have
made great advances in recent
decades. This illusion is spurred by

·the glamorization in the movies and
on TV and the slick advertising in
the magazines and newspapers. The
facts are depressing and shocking.
The· Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development has
24 nations as members. Most have
laws requiring equal pay for equal
work. After a decade-long study, the
O.E.C.D. found that American
womenaresingularlydisadvantaged
in their earnings. The percentage of
women in the labor force has risen,
of course. But most of the new positions are in service jobs that require
few skills and pay comparatively
poorly. Earnings of a full-time
female employees as a percentage of
full-time male earnings, in 1980
were 61 .4% in manufactu ring, 56.1%
in wholesale trade, 60 % in retail
trade, 45-5% in banking, 65.4% in
insurance. Average hourly earnings
in non-agricultural activities of fulltime female workers as a percentage
of those of men, in 1981 were
86.2% in Australia, 89.9% in
Sweden, 83.9% in Italy, 80.4% in
France.
Sylvia Ann Hewlett is an.
economist, director of the
Economic Policy Council (EPC) and
author of a book with the title "A
Lesser Life: The Myth of Women's
Liberation in America." Her remarks
in a session of the NJEA Convention

are in the March, 1987 NJEA
REVIEW and well worth reading. A
three-year study by the EPC concluded that despite their reputation
for freedom and independence,
American women are less well off
than their contemporaries in other
advanced nations. Escalating
divorce rates are a factor. After
divorce, the standard of living of the
ex-husband rises by 42% while that
of the ex-wife and her children
drops down by an average of 73%.
Only 5%-10% of ex-wives collect
alimony and child support is rarely
paid.
A full 60 % of divorced men with
children contribute nothing to the
financial support of those children.
A study in Colorado showed that
two-thirds of divorced fathers are
ordered by the courts to pay less for
child support than they pay in monthly car payments. And more th an
half are delinquent in thei r child
support payments. Most European
nations provide generous safety nets
for divorced women and their
children.
Twenty-five percent of American
women earn less than $10,000 a
year when they work full time, and
only 10% earn more than $23,000
·a year. Most women workers
become downwardly mobile when
they have children. Most do not

have job-protected maternity leave,
and cannot afford high quality child
care. In Europe, average maternity
leave is five months at full pay. In
France, 90% of three-year olds
spend their days in governmentsponsored pre-schools.
Women constitute the majority of
Americ·an col lege students and
receive more than one-third of all
doctorates. · The tenure rate for
women instructo rs is below 50 percent, compared to nearly 75 percent for men. In 1985 the median
full-time salary for men with PH .D's
in the humanities was $36,100 versus $30,900 for women with the
same qualifications. In sciences and
engineering it was $46,100 for men,
$35,600 for women.
A disproportionate number of the
new class of non-tenured instructors
are women. Though women hold
only 25% of all full-time faculty
positions, 45% of the lower-paid,
non-tenure posi tion s are filled by
women . These kind of disparities
exist in both public and private colleges and in famed as well as lesserknown schol s. At Harvard, in 1985,
only 5 percent of the tenured faculty
of 45 professors in the socio logy
department were women . The national average is about 20 %. In 13
departments, there were no tenured
female faculty members at all. ·

-Student organimti,on candidate interviewsHave you ever quit any position
you've held in the past? No.

If you don't win this election will
you continue to be active, and if so,
how? Yes. The only choi ce I'd have
would be to run for Senior Class
Council, and be a part of other
committees.
Slogan: "Non-stop leadership and
dedication that is working fo r you."

Name: Mark J. Goodman
Year: Junior
Desired Position: President
Past Positions Held: Asst. Secretary
What does your desired position
entail? Oversees all Executive Board
meetings, Council meetings,
basically
works
with
the
administration.
Why do you want this position?
I feel I could do the best job, I'm the
best qualified. I'm on Executive
Board this year, I know how the Executive Board runs. I know the
duties of the presidency. I know the
ins and outs of the organization.
What are your qualifications? I'm
the Asst. Secretary. I'm a member of
the N .S.A. Committee, and the
USSA Committee. I just recently got
back from the lobbying conference
in Washington wi th the USSA. I've
attended the Student Org. leadership weekend for the past three
years. I attended the funded group
weekend this year. And basically I
have the leadership qualitites that
wil l enable me to make Student
Org. what it should be.
What are your goals to better
Student Organization? My main
goal is to implement the presidential task fo rce decision that was
agreed on by Council. I disagree
with the scholarshi ps with the funded groups. I believe that the Independent, C.C.B. and those groups
receive more. I also oppose the
three yea r budget review of the
ethnic groups.

What are your qualifications? I
know how to deal with problems effectively and quickly, sometimes
even before they arise. I look to see
what students needs are in every
area that I can. Each year I pick out
certain things I'd like done on campus. I feel I'm qualified enough for
it.
What are your goals to better
Student Organization?

Goals
• Continue to devote my time to
meeting all students' needs • Insure
that the rights of all resident
students are protected at al I
times • Serve as an advocate for all
students • Keep students aware of
all issues that affect them in the
Name: Tara Stuart
scope
of
higher
e9ucaYear: Junior
tion • Incorporate and encourage
Desired Position: President
multi-cultural events and programs
Past Positions Held:
among the student body • Insure
that all ethnic and cultural
Freshman Council Representative,
backgrounds are repsented fairly
Assistant Director of National Stu- ·
within our student body • Increase
dent Affairs, Director of National
participation in funded and nonStudent Affairs, N.). Representative
funded groups • Reach out to all
on Executive Board of United States
commuter students to establish their
Student Association, Representative
hold on campus • Work to improve
for Kean College in New Jersey Stuour
college
athletic
prodent Assoc., Jun ior Class Represengram • Improve public relations
tative to Student Council, and Vicebetween our student governm ent
President of Omega Sigma Psi
and the student body • Work to
Sorority, Inc.
establish a good working relationship between th e faculty, staff, and
What does your desired position
entaiU Being responsible for the en- administration • Continue to pursue
ti re organization as a whole. That a clean safe barrier-free campus • Support the efforts of the
has responsibility of dealing with
other groups such as th e admini stra- Greek organizations as well as all
tion, bank, police, any group that campu s groups.
has to deal with the students. DealHave you ever quit any position
ing specifically with the funded
you've held in the past? No.
groups, making sure everything is
run smoothly and productively. Major responsibilities are also with the
apathy of students.

Why do you want this position?
I feel I'm the most qualified. I've
worked for Student Organization for

If you don't win this election will
you continue to be active, and if so
howl Yes. By trying to push our
issues on Student Org. We can still
petition in such a way that our petition s are passed.

three. years. I khew then I'd be run- ·
ning for thi s position. I'd taken on
responsibility three years ago to
educate myself and prepare. I've
been dealing with campus issues,
lobbying for students.

If you don't win this election will
you continue to be active, and if so,
how? Yes. I've applied for Senior
Class President.
Slogan: " Ded icatio n and experience that works for you :'

Slogan: " I will be campaigni ng
for the next week. Anyone who has
questions on my platform can ask
me."

Name: Erich Ruch s
Year: Junior
Desired Position: President
Past Positions Held: Senior Class rep
this semester.
What does your position entail?
We have power as a unit more than
an individual. The job of Student
Org., is to work as a unit. The job
of President doesn't carry as much
weight, as council. He decides who
talks and every week he comes up
with new ideas.
Why do you want this position?
I've been here four years, I've been
involved informally with student
government. I am a Political Science
major. I feel it's about time I put
some insight into student government. I feel there is a Iittle more that
student government n.eeds.
What are your qualifications? I'm
a Political Science major. I intend
on going to Law school, I'm acti ve
in Pre-Law Club, and I've been on
Student Council. I've been here for
four years, I have a sense for the
commu nity and I have a sense for
what people need . I know a wide
range of people who go here.
What are your goals to better
Student Organization? Expansion.
To take the power away from a sma ll
group of students who we feel are
controlling students. We want to get
more students involved, commuters,
part-time and non-funded groups.
We want to set up a fund for nonfunded groups to get fees.
Have you ever quit any position
that you have ever held in the past?
No, not to my knowledge.

Name: Kevin Doyle
Year:Junior
Desired Position: Vice President of
Student Org.
Past Positions Held: Freshman Class
President, Asst. N .S.A. Di rector,
N.5.A. Director.
What does your desired position
entail? It's the chairperson of the
election committee, the constitution
and by-laws committee. He also sits
on the Finance Board . He runs all
the electi ons and has regular funded group meetings that he oversees.
He makes sure that every person on
council sits on two committees. In
case of a leave of absence of the
president he takes over the duties of
the president.
Why do you want this position?
I am a very good one with people.
I like the job. I've known the president and vice president thi s year
and I know what the job entai ls. I
know I could bring a little more unity into funded groups.
What are your qualifications?
I've been on a lot of committees,
about seven in the past three years(
(Continued on Page 5)
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Student Org. candidates continued
(Continued from Page 5)

to organize, to create accessibi lity
If you . don't win will you conto joi n funded groups, and to meet tinue to be active and if so, how?
w ith chai rpersons of funded groups. I'm gonna be the same way I've
Activate the Bookstore and Food been for the last two years. I guess
Services Comm ittee to reali stically that makes itself self-exp lanatory.
create an eco nomic leve l fo r .
Slogan: " Vote for the Cougar
stud ents. The commuter problem,
What are your goals to better
Coa lition"
such as break downs in the evenStudent Organization? I'd like to
ings, commuters also are not involvsee the groups get a little tighter, I'd
ed in funded groups. I woul d like
like it to fol low through wi th this
new Task Force, if we all sit down_ to impl ement activities during the
day so they may be involved.
and ta lk it ca n be worked out. I'd
Freshman students must also be
like to research the ca rn ival more.
matricul ated to get involved. Fu nI'd like to strengthen the State Studraisi ng is also a_ma in th ing. Many
dent Association . Lately I've been
groups are complai ning of underworking w ith the ba nk.
fu nding. I'd like to set up private
Have you ever quit any position
sectors for obtaining grants. Set up
you 've held in the past? I may have
workshops and seminars to educate
resigned from a· committee to join
the groups. Possibly trying to get the
another, but no.
ca rn iva l back.
I've been on Executive Board fo r
three years now, and I know the
funded groups. I live fa r away so my
w ho le life is at Kean College. I was
a member of USSA. I care.

,

If you don't win this election will
you continue to be active, and if so,
how?
put in an app licatio n for

r

Senior Class President. I wanted to
be Vice-President. If I lose Seni or
Class Preside nt I'd be involved in
N.S.A.
Slogan: "A lot of players, let's play

together."

Year: Sophomore
Desired Position:Asst. National Stu-

What does your desired position
entail? Asst. treasurer works close-

dent Affairs Director
Past Positions Held: Freshman Class
President, Sophomore Class President, Regional Represe ntative to
United States Students Associati on.

ly with th e Treasurer. The basic
duties of the job is to help funded
groups obtain the fi nances they
need th ro ugh the proper channe ls.

What does your desired position
entail? To run National Student Af-

Th is year th ere's alot of changes in
the treasurer's office through the
mandate of the Board of Tru stees. I
have a good understand ing of how
Student Org. works because I've
been involved with it in the past.
Next year you ' re gonna need someo ne who understands the
changes and I can explain that to
the funded group to make the transi tion run smoothly.

fa irs Com mittee, act as a midd leman between students and
legislatu re. Al so deal wi th student
affairs on campus.
·
Why do you want this position?

I feel the office has been lacking in
the past few years. At one time it was
the strongest in the country. It coul d
help the college commun ity a lot if
it was b rought back up to par.
What are your qualifications? I'm

cu rrently the regional representative
of USSA. I've just been to a
legis lative
confere nce
in
Washington.

Have,you ever quit any position
you 've held in the past1 No.
If you don't win this election will
you continue to be active, and if so,
how? Yes. I wi ll conti nue to work

Name: M aureen Cum mi_ngs
Year:
Sophomore
as a counci l rep and wi ll still be inDesired Position: Secretary
volved in funded groups.
· Past Positions Held: Secretary
Slogan: ':-\cti ons speak louder
What does your desired position
than word s."
entail? Taking minutes at Execu ti ve

What are your goals to better
Student Organization? Ri ght now

we're working on USSA to represent
the college fo r issues th at concern al I
full-tim e students. I th ink Financial
Ai de wi ll be the bi ggest ri ght now.
Boa rd , Co un cil min utes an d· The prob lem w ith the bookstore,
Finance Board. Those min utes are and j ust to represent the students as
legal docu ments. I am chairperson a w hole.
for th e public relations comm ittee,
and I'm also req uired to jo in
another committee.
Why do you want this position?

What are your qualifications? I

Name: Stanley M atthews
Year: Junior

know exactl y w hat the position enta ils. I know exactly what has to be
done cause I've been th ere fo r a
~ ar. I've handled my public relations
department well and I've been to
every meeting.

Desired Position: Vice-President
Desired Position: Vice-President
Past Positions Held: Council Rep.
Past Positions Held: Chairperson of
What are your goals to better
Black Student Un ion, President Pol.
Publi c Relati ons Comm ittee for ISA,
Student Organization? Attendance
Science Pre-Law Club.
Chairperson of ISN, Jun ior Class
in Council could be one. Uni ty
What does your desired position
rep., Election Committee, Publ ic
among funded groups. UnderstanRelati ons · c ommittee, Stee rin g · entail? Organizi ng all the commitd ing what funded groups try to
Committee, Ethni c Contributions tees in Student Organization, acting
accomplish.
Committee, Task Force, Campus as representation to the organi zaHave you ever quit any position
Services and M edi a Committee, tion and whatever else the Vi ceyou've held in the past? No.
President
of
Student
Organizati
on
Campus Awareness Committee and
If you don't win this election will
Pee r Coun se lor for Fres hm an does.
you
continue to be active, and if so,
Center.
Why do you want this position?
_how? Yes. I would defi nitely stay on
I
feel
I'm
th
e
best
person
to
do
that
What does your desired position
N.S.A., a representative on Council,
entail? The Vice Pres ident is th e type of thing.
and electi on committees.
chairperson of all the funded groups
What are your qualifications?
Slogan: " I've thoroughly enjoyed
and committees. Workin g with fund- The fact that I'm a fu ll-time stud ent,
-the
position and I'd hope to be
ed grou ps, helping them program and I think I know the prob lems
elected agai n."
and work out the situations and pro- best of th e cand idates runnin g for
blems. A lso to increment fund that position.
raisi ng.
Why do you want this position?

I am a chairperson of a funded
group so I know how to dea l w ith
funded groups.
What are your qualifications? I
have been on Student O rg. as ISA
for a few years. I work with many
groups, not o nl y on e type of
organization. I know howtodeal with
different people.
What are your goals to better
Student Organization? My priority

is in the director of funded groups

What are your goals to better
Student Organization? I see the

orga nization growi ng and ex panding. In representing students more
so than it does now i don't mean a
sma ll grouping I mean the entire
campus as a whole to the best of my
ability.
Have you ever quit any position
you have held in the past? I pro-

bably have not to my recol lection.
It depends on the situation, it
depends on my outside interests. It
depends on a lot of things.

Name: Jeffrey Ph illip Massamil lo

The Early Childhood Club
will have a bake sale in Bruce
Hall Lobby on Tuesday, April 7,
1987, late afternoon to early
evening .

American Marketing
Association
We will sponsor a free trip to
Schaffner Inc. an international
firm in Union on Tuesday, April
7, college hour. We will be
meeting in Willis 403. Contact
Dr. Helliwell if you have any
questions.

Chinese Show
Dragon Dance
Cancelled
This show scheduled for
April 5th has been cancelled.
Any questions contact SEN at
527-2244.

Finance Club
A meeting will be held at
1:40 p.m., Tuesday, April 7th in
Willis 401. Subjects include
visits to bank and insurance
company personnel departments, Wall Street Trip and
Stock Market Game. New
members are welcome.

Student Organization
Officers Elections
President, Vice President,
Ass istant Treasurer, Secretary,
Assi stant National
Student Affai rs D i rector
Tuesday, April 7,
College Center 9 a.m.-5 p.m .
(Proper identification Requ ired,
Kean I.D., Driver's License)

Student Organization
Officer Candidate Speeches
Tuesday, March 31
Sloan Lounge-College Hour 1:40

What are your qual ifi cations?

I've been treasu rer of funded
groups. My background is computer
science which is working with facts
and figures. I've worked in Student
Org. for a number of years and am
fami lia r w ith inner processes.
What are your goals to better
Student Org.? Student Org. has a

reputation of be ing deaf to student
needs, especiall y funded group
needs. They are seen asa little clique.
My purpose is to open up Student O rg. mo re to the fu nded
groups so they can understand how
·to use the potential that is there for
them .
Have you ever quit any position
you have held in the past? I resign-

Will you continue to be active,
if you don't win this election and
if so how? Yes. O n Council , I

Name: Danny Rodger
Year: Senior
Desired Position: Assistant Treasurer
Past Positions Held:

Jun ior
Class
Presi d e nt,
Soph o m ore Cl ass Ptes ide nt,
Sophomore Class Vice Preside nt,
Freshmen Class Treas urer, Cou nci l
Parli amentarian, Finance Board, Executive Boa rd , Const. & By-Laws
Comm ., Task Comm ittee, Elections
Committee, Admi ssions, Retenure &
Tenure, Tri Council, Liasion to Faculty Senate, Ad Hoc Gri ll Rm . Committee, Honorary Degree Com.,
Commencement Com., Rin g Com.,
Prom Com., Homecoming Com.,
Class Gift Com., Ed-i n-Chief Grub
Street, Sec..:rreas. Gru b Street, Circufati on Manager Indy, Asst. News
Editor Indy, Record s Coordi natorH otline, NewscasterWKNJ, Vice
President-J .S.U., Head Writer-KCTV,
Vice President.:rownsend Lecture ·
Se'ries, ' Human itarian of the Year'
CEC, 'Member of the Year' CEC,
Member I.S.A., President-Hi story
Clu b, Alpha Kappa Psi, Liasion to
Student Activities, Author of contributions of several cl asses, Student
Org., KCH PA, CEC, T.L.S., Kea nger,
and 1st Run ner Up of Homecoming.

. Announcements-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - Early Childhood
Club Bake

Why do you want this position?

ed from Editor-in-Chief of the Grub
Street Writer w hen I was V.P. of the
Sophomore class. The president
resigned therefore I automatically
moved up to the President. Once
You're on StudentO rg., you can't be
head of another funded group.

I believe it is important to keep the
documents for Student Org. I'm
ab le to participate in the Council
and Executive Board . I have a feel
for what's going on.

Name: Jeeva Sri
Year: junior

• • •

already have an application in the
event a better opponent is voted in .
I will continu e to se rve as
parli ament.
Slogan: The experienced choice,
the responsible choice, the logi cal
choice.
Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the past? N o.
If you don't win this election will

you continue to be active, and if so,
how? Yes. As a council represeritive,
and I wi ll also belong to other
comm ittees.

Attention Commuters
COMMUTER
CLUB MEETING
This meeting will take place
on April 7 at 1:40 p.m. in the
Freshman
Center.
Refreshments will be served!!
All newcomers welcome!!

RAP SESSION
This session will be held at
President Weiss' Home on
April 8 from 7:00-9:30 p.m .
Transportation
will
be
provided .

Rho Sigma Chi's 5th

ALL MALE REVUE

The Class of 1987
Presents
The Senior Prom

April 2, 1987 • Doorsopen8:30p.m .
Downs Hall DR II
$4.00 w ith Kean I.D.
$5.00 General Public

"THIS IS THE TIME
TO REMEMBER"

_D-Day It With Donntlay
Thunclay • 4-23-87
Be A Part Of h
Incl Help
Bridge The Gap

To be held at the Bethwood in
Totowa, N.J. on Monday, June 1,
1987. Bids will be available to
sen iors in th Student Center on a
first come, first serve basis starting
April 20th thru May 1. The remaining bids (if any) w i ll be sold
May 4th thru May 15th. Cash only. Pay in full.

Workshop .
Improve \our Study Skills
April 7th • 1:40 P.M.
Freshman Center L-107

Thurs., April 2, 1987
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Arts and Entertainment
Theatre at Kean~A dance time capsule
By Mary A nn lngozio

,

On March 24th, Wilkins Theatre
looked like opening night anywhere
on Broadway, and appropriately so.
Lee Theodore's "The American
Dancemachine", a brilliant review
of Broadway classics (from 1949,
" Gentlemen Prefer Blondes'; to the
liaunting scenes of " Brigadoon") is
a nice balance of the witty, the
erotic, and the macabre in one
show.
The entire production was under
the supervision and direction of Lee
Theodore, whose career spans three
decades as a performer, director
and choreographer. A graduate of
the High School of Performing Arts,
she has appeared in many Broadway shows, including "The King
and I'; " Damn Yankees" and "West
Side Story", in which she created
the classic " Tomboy" role.
In act one the seventeen-member
dance company portrayed the allAmerican turn-of-the-century folk,
costu med with parasols and straw
hats, for the number "J une is
Busting Out All Over" from the

Garden State
Chamber
Orchestra
to perform
The Garden State Chamber Orchestra, soon to be known as the
Garden State Orchestra, opens its
last se ries of concerts for the 86/87
season at Wilson Auditorium of
Fairleigh Di ckin son University,
Hackensack campus on Friday,
April 10, 8:00 p.m. The program
then travels to the Morris Museum,
Morristown, on Saturday, April 11,
8:00 p.m., and concludesatWilkins
Theatre, Kean College, Union, on
Sunday, April 12, 3:00 p.m. Tickets
are $12 with a 10 % discount for
seniors and students.
The concert features Mozart's
SYMPHONY NO. 29 IN A, Antonio
Vivaldi's CONCERTO INC MAJOR
FOR TWO OBOES AND STRINGS,
Gaetano Doni zetti's STR ING .
QUARTET #3 IN C MINOR (in a
premiere of an orchestral version)
Edvard Grieg's EVENING IN THE
MOUNTAINS, and a world
premiere performance of Fredrick
Kaufman's CONCERTO FOR CLARIN ET AND STRI NGS with world
renown clarinetist Charles Neidich*
as a soloi st.
Charles Niedich, whose fami ly,
came from Elizabeth, New Jersey, is
the 1985 Naumberg Award Win-~er
in Clarinet Competition. Other
awards include top prize at the
Munich International Competition,
the si lver medal at the Geneva International Competition, and a
· grand prize winner in the Accanthes
International Competition. A
Fulbright Fellow, he has toured the
Soviet Union, throughout Europe,
and the United States in recita l and
concerto appearances. He is on the
faculty of the Eastman School of
Music, and most recently appeared
at Alice Tully Hall in New York and
Symphony Hall in Newark.
Fredri ck Kaufman , American
composer, is a frequent con tributor
to the Garden State Chamber Orchestra, with his MOTHER OF EXILES in celebration of the Statue of
Liberty. Next season the 45-piece
Garden State Orchestra will offer
the New Jersey premiere of an
AMERICAN SYMPHONY, as the orchestra and state celebrate the
bicentennial of the ratification of the
Constitution . Mr. Kaufman is on the
faculty of the Philadelphia College
of the Performing Arts and resides
in Philadelphia.
For more information about the
concert, please call (201) 488-2168.

Broadway hit "Carousel". The ren- lighting created interesting images,
dition was energetic and alive. It spotl_ighti ng the dead man and his
created a good feeling.
mourning loved one. It was exThe " Telephone Dance", from
tremely effective.
"Cabaret", was set in a smokey
The grand finale proved to be livesa loon. The ladies wore black ted- ly and fun, with a number from
dys with fishnet stockings and the "The Best Little Whorehouse In
men were in black spandex jump- Texas". The audience joined in,
suits. The superb costuming was clapping and si nging to the beat of
nicely blended with the highlights
dance routine of the show.
During interm ission the audience
was entertained by veteran performer Harold Cromer, who played
By Eric L. Greenberg
the part of the romantic, ingenuous
This week brings the second half
sailor with irrestible, self-effacing
charm. Harold gave the audience a of my interview with the NEW LIFE
biography of Harlem and the Cot- ENSEM BLE . For those of you who
ton Club. He spoke of the music of missed last weeks column the New
Duke Ellington and Eubie Blake, Life Ensemble is a jazz group conand he gave examples of the dance sisting of Kean students PAUL
steps performed by Mr. Bojangles BROWN (sax), MATT COLEMAN
cal led the "Shim-Shim-Shimmy". He (drums), PETE FAND (bass), ABE
did a terrific job as the guy w ho LAUS (keyboards), and JERRY
shows off his tap-dancing with an LOPEZ (trumpet).
These guys are a confident bunch,
invisible Shirley Templ e.
In the second act, "The Funeral and rightfully so (anyone who has
Dance;' from " Brigadoon'; was quite heard them play knows w hy). Their
dramatic. The background music name, New Life Ensemble, comes
was demoniac and slow while the from their own composition titled

an· old-fashioned sq uare dance.
Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, including me.
Trudy Benedict, a junior at Kean,
said;' The show was excellent, the
lighting and special effects were
great." Bea Halzer of Elizabeth said,
" The show was terrific. It gave
younger people a chance to ex-

perience new, as well as old shows:'
Mr. and Mrs. McKallin of Carteret,
N.J. said, "We come to many of the
productions at Kean College and
this was one of the best:'
The American Dancemachine
was an enjoyable experience. It was
brilliantly acted, attractive and winning. It was a festiva l of Broadway:

Music Dews - New Life
New Life. The band has a goal of
bringing that, and other originals,
into the studio for recording. " The
thing we' re focusing on is this;' says
Paul, "We have a specific focus for
this group. What we intend to do is
develop ourselves enough, whicl
we all realize we do have the paten
tial to do it, and to get ourselves on
wax."

I asked the group to exp lain the
differences in playing jazz as compared to rock and roll. Pete responded, " It's a different feel. It's a whole
different way of life." Matt then
jumped in, " It's really strange how

it gets picked up because it's a completely different culture. Jazz is the
background of all music, y'know."
Pete interjects, '~II the things that
jazz represents is what rock and roll
was based off of, like, from jazz
came the blues and from the blues
came rock and roll."
If you can't tell by now these guys
are by no means shy. At one point
in the interview Matt claimed, " I am
the best drummer, ever." (Sorry
Matt, had to get that one in). I think
Jerry summed it up best in sayi ng,
"I like the music. What we do is
play and we do a good job at it."
The guy doesn't lie .

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGO-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save owr 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do

iusfftne.
c)

Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during ewnings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality

service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids In school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&r Long Distance Service is the right choice for YoU.
~ AT&r offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls during
·,
weekends
until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
to 8 am,
Sunday through Friday.
•
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 38%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&r gives you
immediat.e credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&r for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&r can help_fillve you mon~
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have to hang arounwith
. the rich kids. Call toll-free today, a ~

~41. l

~
1J?-

~

~r

.

o4'~

AT&T

The right choice.
C 1986AT&T
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Musicians who dare sing the history of Utah
By Tim Riley
(CPS) Today's music scene is full
of big shots, comebacks and wannabes, wlth very few groups covering
the middle ground that normally
produces talent, purpose and genuine pleasure. Between giants like
Bruce Springsteen and New Age
bromides like Bruce Horn sby, very
little worthwhile music seems to be
taking shape. And when was the last
time Michael Jackson cracked a
joke?
From California comes hope:
Camper Van Beethoven is a
garage band from Santa Cruz whose
mah famou s son g, " Take The
Skinhead s Bowling," makes as
much sense as its name. Adding a
violin to the basic rock and roll
lineup happily confuses the group's
musical identity_It's on good terms
with absurdity, and its highest
aesthetic value is parody.
" We are not Camper Van
Beethoven," guitarist and founder
Dave Lowery said as the musicians
took the stage recently in Boston.
" We are a tribute to Camper Van
Beethoven."
Their set sounded much like thei r

records: eclectic, confusing and
somewhat sprawling. They looked
out of place, the ki nd of musicians
who take the stage almost by accident. Bassist Victor Krummenacher
looked drolly intent. Singer David
Lowery was bemused and preoccupied . Lead guitari st Greg Lisher
-came on solemn and concentrated,
wh ile violinist Jonathan Segal was
spunky and irreverent. Only drummer Crispy Derson appeared
focused .
At its worst, the band approximated the uncentered fog of a
Grateful Dead jam : At its best, it
traveled the musical map with
astoni shing ease and control. What
was most gripping the night of the
Boston concert was the way the
mu.sicians made everything sound
of a piece; part of a bigger
kaleidoscope of styles. Their gimmick was humor, and levity is just
what today's self-aggrandizing pop
climate needs.
You'll find Camper Van Beethoven's albums in the independent
bin on the Rough Trade label.
The group recorded all three of its
albums last yea r, and won rave

Mo,
T/C/lETTO
EURO~
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critical notices in "Spin ," the wisecracks. They play country, folk,
reggae, psychedelic mood pieces
"Vi I Iage Voice" and even
and head-bashing guitar jams. They
" Billboa rd." " Existential indecision
parody each one. And with each
lives; ' wrote Robert Christgau . .
switchi ng of musica l gears, they
And there's plenty of it. Each
sou nd like a different band .
record bulges with material, up to
About ha lf the songs are in17 tracks per Ip.
strumentals. As Segal put it, " lyrics
But it was the 1985 single, " Take
are hard to write, and we believe in
The Skinheads Bowling," that put
music for ' music's sake: ' So the
them on alternative radio's hit
music can sound as campy as a
pa rade. " Skinheads" doesn't chorHee-H-a w hayride or as untle at the expense of haircut styles.
consciou sly diffuse as the most outIt's a shaggy dog satire about lei sure
of-touch Sonic Youth (New York
time, impenetrable dreams and
City' s
favorite
art-rockers)
what-me-worry quandaries that sum
composition .
up the group's delirious good
At first listening, some of the
humor.
songs sound half-hearted. But as an
When " Skinheads" anchored
ensemble, Camper Va n Beethoven
most college radio playli sts, nobody
could resi st the smartly minimalist displays a collective ear for contrasting textures and nearly all of
setting of lyrics like " everybody's
rock's familiar patterns, including
going home for lunch these days."
Whether the song condoned bowl- · some - like Ska and Tex-Mex that have yet to break through to the
ing with Skinheads or using their
mainstream. To the band, rock
heads as balls, it didn't make
music is like a television . It's conenough sense to take seriously, and
tent to sit and change chan nels all
the music seemed to turn the dry
night.
humor be lly up.
Attitudi nall y, Camper Van
Although they' re nuts about bad
Beethoven resembles the Mekons,
jokes, the band members' music
adds up to more than a strin g of the British punk band that turned

,s,,,
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lcelandair Direct to Luxembourg fro~ New York
is only $599 round trip!
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical
Eurailpasses are available.
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per
week short term and even lower for long term rentals.*
• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19
European Countries.**
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and
Frankfurt.
• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington
and Orlando.
~

ICELANDAIR ~
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Fare facts : Su per Apex Fare is valid 6/1187 thru 917/87. 7 day m inim u m /GO day_maximum. Payment 14 day~ prior to depa rtu_re. Fares su bject to
change. Penalty fo r ca ncellation, $3 d epartu re tax and $10 U.S._ customsll m m!grat1on fee. L1m1t_ed ava1lab 11ity, other restrict ions m ay apply.
• Prices based on rate of exchange 2/11187. •• Reservations su biect to avalla b11ity. Fu ll refunds wi th a 14 day prior ca ncellation.

country-western . Both groups look
at life sardonica lly, refuse to back
away from falsities and rely on
music as an antidote to perplexity.
There's enough comfort in playing
together to warrant living, they
seem to tel I us.
But where the Mekons act out a
drunken fut i lity, Camper Van
Beethoven looks despair in the face
and cracks up.
Most of the time, the song titles
- "Cowboys from Hollywood,"
"Joe Stalin's Cadillac;' " The History
of Utah;' " Interstellar Overdrive" only hint at the yuks to come. "Hoe
You rself Down" turns out to be a
nightmarish square dance where
band members masquerade as
hillbilly outlaws. " Where the Hell
is Bill?" turns into a selfless void, an
inquisition in a house of mirrors.
There's intelligence in these
yarns. And the records work
because they know every verse is a
dead end, every guitar solo a hitand-run accident. Onstage, for instance, the band members even sing
the backward-tape sections of their
songs.
Great relief sets in when you
realize Camper Van Beethoven's
music not only doesn't make sense,
but that it's not supposed to. So you
fee l a little more comfortable in this
fractu red world, more at ease with
befudd ling reality. Ultimately, songs
as smart as " W here the Hel l is Bill?"
and " The Ambiguity Song" only
begi n as jokes. Where th ey end is
anybody's guess.

America's
Miss Charm
Information is now available on
the upcoming 1987 NATIONAL
SCHOLA RSHIP FI NALS OF
AMERICA'S MISS CH ARM , to be
held Ju ly 1-4th in Orlando, Florida .
Over $150,000 in SCHOLARSH IPS,
PRIZES AND AWARDS will be
presented to students ages _4-22 .
Students w il l be grouped in 5 age
categories, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, 13-16 and
17-22. A Performing Arts Contest
will be held June 29th to present a
$1 ,000 Cash Award for "Superi or
Performance" in vocal ; dance or instrument, either solo, duet or group,
regardless of age.
Parents, teachers and individuals
interested in receiving more information on th e upcom ing 1987 NATIONAL FINALS are asked to contact KATHY BAILEY, SCHOLARSHIP
CHAIRPERSON, P.O. BOX 7246,
JACKSONVILL,E NC 28540 and
state their age and address, and
enclose w ith thei r in qu iry a long
envelope addressed back to them
with 1st-class postage attached fo r
prompt replies and information.
Phone inquiries may ca ll MONDAY
throu gh FRIDAY - 10-5 EST (919)
455-9643.

/RAB.
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TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT
FULL & PART TIME POSITIONS
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Roadway Package System, Inc .. a new
independent 1ub1idiary of Roadway
Servicea, Inc., has entered the small
pack- marllet, 1181 challef191ng
ant,y level opportunities in operation,.
The pot,itionl ate re9ponaible for. di1palChi"11, clock - - •• interfacing
with ...., force lftd yppe, level managem·•nt . and various admini■ trative
dutie1. TheM po1itions will groom an

individual'°' . . .
lion1 n,an~nl.

Of_,.... -•-

The ideal candidate will be energetic,
ha rdwork ing and goal -or i ented. A
BA/ 8S degree or pursui~ a degree with
good communications 1kill1 ii e11ent11I.
We offer an excellent compensation and

benefits package . Qualified candidates
should send the1r resume including sal ary history , in c onfid ence to:

ROADWAY PAWGf mnM, IN(.
5-61 Bay Avenue,
Elizabeth, N.J. 07201
Attn: Terminal Mgr.
An (Qu JI O ~ OO,lu,.,,1 -, 1

All ,, m;11,-.. 1" • c • "'" Emo.1>vt> r
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Classifieds
$$$ for ride from Roselle Park to
Kean every day. 8:30-9:00 a.m. (1
. way only). Please call Jeanne Major, Coop Ed, a .m. or p.m .
(8:30-4:30), 527-2357 or 527-2387.

For Sale. 1978 Chevrolet Caprice
Classic. 4 dr., A/C, stereo, new
tires, body and mechanically excellent, 117,000 mi. Asking $1500.
Call Eddie (201) 344-3279.
Off The Record Entertainment.
Having a party? Getting married?
Why not hire a professional D.J .
We have a wide variety of music
from Abba to Zebra. Call (201)
686-3318 between 2 p.m . and 10
p.m. Ask for Bill.
Mathematics Tutoring. All levels of

college math including calculu s.
Reasonable rates and times. Call
687-3956, ask for Gary.

Great Buy! Sturdy reliable old
Volvo. A steal at $600.00! Great for
commuting to class. Automatic, 2
door, new transmission. 256-6844.

For Sale 1984 Honda V-65 Sabre

and sun spots. Fort Lauderdale
and Daytona, Jamaica, Bermuda,
Cancun . See Mike, third floor
library at travel sign or call
469-1593.
Lost. I lost my wallet- in the Pottery Studio. Please, if you know
where it is, keep the money, just
return it. The th ings inside are
sentimental and are of great importance to me. Bring to police
station .
ADT Resume Service. 828-81 92.

Resumes that are creative and effective. We offer assistance in composition, design of you r resume, and
word process ing services.

Help Wanted: All students who
are good in math and sciences
and who'd like to help others. Parttime, flexible hours, good pay. Call
763-6929.
Lost: Seiko rectangular, black
leather watch . If found please
bring to Emel Gunduc at 309
Sozio.
·

Tired, exhausted, experiencing
atreu? Why don't you get away
on a vacation for a 112 hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a
r.ertified, Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Gutt-·
man, C.R.M.T. at 687-4549.
·

81BIAICH PAPIII
16,278 to choose from _.all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

NINUI sq"q;,~~J;;~~~ 2

Or, rush $2 .00 to: Research Asalstanc~
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Paul, You ' re a sweeti e. Thanks for
the rides every morni ng!! See Ya
Dude!!!
Hi Pokey, Yup, yup man you are just

Term Paper Blues? For rel iable ser-

vice at reasonable rates submit your
paper's requirements and a TAYLORMade paper will be Ghost-Written
for you by Graduate students!!! If interested, drop off your name, phone
#, and paper requirements to: do
Vice President, Townsend Lecture
Series, Student Org. (CC-128). Act
now!

Mr. B's Tickets. 5/29-5/31
Genesis - Meadowlands & Philly. 5/4,6,8,9 Billy Joel Meadowlands. 5/11,12,13 U2 Meadowlands. 3/28 - Iron Maiden
- Meadowlands. 4/13 - Yankee
Opener vs. Cleveland. For tickets
call: 354-0876.
Cars for sale. Discover the new
way to buy your next car. No more
shopping around. Call me and I
will bring the car of your choice to
you . Lowest prices. Call 589-7456
ask for J.R. or leave message.

Wanted:

Energet ic, highly
motivated students willing to work
BIT 4:30 and 8:30 nightly. Average
work week will be approx. 20 hrs.
$10.00 per hr. guaranteed. Own
transportation is a must. Call Harris Kelly or Toby McClure at Harr is Home Designs at (201)
245-2525.

Wanted: Bilingual receptionist for
chiropractic office. Required :
good typing skills and knowledge
of office procedures. Call (201)
353-3800.
For Sale. '76 Chevy Malibu. Excellent mechanical condition ,
reliable transportation . PS-PP-AC.
New brakes and battery. Appraised at $1500. Will sell for $900. Call
276-3395.

Pam, Thu rsday night is Comedy
N ight at th e Ground Ro und. See
you later. Nick

Tina, Any more pi ctures to be
developed? I'm bored with nothing
to do. A Mental Ward Inmate

Congrats to all the new Sisters of
Rho Sigma Chi - Anessa, Do ri,

For a really good time call
1-800-SQUEEZE.

Bruce in 308 Bartlett - I want you!
I want you ! I want you! I always have
and I know you want me too! Love
& Kisses, Maddie

The Dobie Smoker, Those mud
houses are killers. Anonymity

Hey Girls! We'll have fun:fun-fun til'
the Credit Bureau takes my charge
cards away! Lunch on me! New wardrobe honey! Love, Lisa G.
KMD - You i3re more than now,
you are for always. I can see in you
my dreams come true, don't you
ever go away. Love Always, Your
- Ballerina Girl

Each price includes roundtrip via
motorcoach from Kean , 7 night
hotel stay and more. Trip leaves
April 10th, returns on 19th. All
money must be in by April 1st so
don't delay. Limited space!!! Call
nowlll Angel 354-3177
'

Frie, Frac & Babette, Any more odd
experiences in a dark room ? Or are
you afraid of the dark? Signed, The
Boy Next Door

Joyce, Kelly, Laura, Leslie, Lynn,
Rhond a, Sara, Stacey, Susan and
Tina. Love, The Sisters of PEX

I have my eye on you . I'm leaving
vague hints to who I am . You Know
Me Unexpected

Karen at 789-1886 between midnight-2:00 a.m.

Raisin Head, I love you. Even when
I yell at you, and even when you
smoke and open your own doors.
Love Always, F.F.

too cool! I'm really glad we became
such good friends. Love Ya, Gumby

Angelo - Just want to let you know

Computer Science book found
In Townsend, March 5. Contact

DIY'IONI IIICIIII $199. to $209.

Spring Break From $99. Island

going to make you so proud of us,
you 're going to cry! You made th e
right choices in us; we won't let you
down_! love, Your Littles

D.J. For Hire. Music for all affairs,
6 years experience - reasonable
rates. Call Bob at 233-6551 . Leave
message.

Ride Needed. From Kean to
Summit area on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 12:05. Call John
at 635-7042.

Wanted: Please donate any old
gowns or costumes to the Music
Department that may be suitable
for Medieval Renaissance
Festival. They may be dropped off
at the Music Department office
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m . For
further information call Evelyn
Bleeke at 527-3178.

To Our Big Nancy, Tina and I are

Lost: Gold "A" ring in VaughnEames building. If found , please
drop it off at the Independent office. Holds great sentimental
value.

lyplng Service. Professional
typist , resumes, dissertations,
statistical tables, letters, theses,
term papers, reasonable rates.
Call Eileen at 964-1763.

9

Independent Personals------

Beautiful nails done by Beverly.
Tips, wraps and manicures. Low
prices. 763-581 4.

1100. Excellent running bike and
fast. 12,000 miles, well taken care
of, must see. Asking $3,000 or
best offer. Call Brian at 354-7140.

Lost: Brown leather jacket at Pub
February 19. Very important to get
keys that were in it back. Please
return to C.C.B., Student Activities
or the Independent. No questions asked .
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I'm not a drinker. I'm not a smoker.
I'm just myself. I'm the DOKER.

Cher in Whiteman, Sorry if I offended you, it's not you, it's just the way
I am .

The Hunted Reply: Keeping the

Dynamite Dona, We know how

field open 'ti I I meet the right one
. .. you could be him. When can
we "conquer the wild " together?
The Huntress

much you LOVE to "ride the wave."
What's that saying? Big feet : .. big
shoes!
·

Scott, OK, So I ate ALOT at dinner,

did you have to tell EVERYONE you
were gonna roll me c ut of the
restaurant? Love, Lisa XO

Seeking: I am an honest, averageyou and lust for you . I would like
looking Jewish female w/a sen se of
to get to kn ow you better - maybe
humor
. .. and that's no joke. Name
we could get together sometime.
Stay tuned for futu re personals. · a nite somtime after 7:30 p.m ....
"Founded"
HAPPY 21 st BIRT!-iDAY!!! Secret
Admirer
To A Phi Beta Delta Little Sister, I
find you very attractive. You know
H.T., I want to thank you for all the
who you are and you know wh o I
help you 've given me over the past
am. From: Stand-Up King
couple of months. You ' re a great
fri end. Next tim e we pl an an overAngelo V.: I'm sorry I didn't mind
night, I' ll find something under the
my own business. Signed, Someone
stones. Thanx. F.A.
Who Cares

black nylon shorts. Hope your birthday was good. I really di g your
pees & lats. If you are interested, respond next week. P.S. I'm th e same
person from last semester. Secret
Admirer
Fledgling, You get out of the nest
and you go NUTS. Bird Brain! Awh!
Big Bird
To the menn in 312, Th is is•to let

you know th at, " We do got it like
th at." The WOMEN of 202
Shelly - M om wants me to marry
a ni ce, ri ch Jewi sh man w ith a
M ercedes Benz-280SL Convertible!!!! Sorry to disappoi nl her! Close
though!!! Lisol Greenberg

Karin & Barbara, The Sesame Street
Big Bird Bu bb le Gu m Scented Bu bble Bath is waiting for us in Florida!
I hope M ickey & Donald are ready
for us, too! (And waiting!) Ruth

Ron, I can't fi ght thi s feeling any
longer .. . I think I love you . DCS
Dear Seeking, I think I'm a cute,
5'7", 140 lbs., Jewish girl with a
sense of humor. Meet me April 2 at
8 p.m. in Sloan Lounge. Bring a red
rose so I know who you are. I have
nice eyes. Signed, Sought
Hey Cudley, Thanks for the best
cuddling in the world. We will be
alright without each other? John L.

see monkey do fellow

Katt, I love you more than ever! On-

Monkey
students.

ly 3 weeks until Florida, hope you
have a good lesson plan .

Jerome, I th ink you' re intelli gent

Seeking, Humor me tomorrow (4/3)

at the Bookstore in the card section
at 12 noon. Jewish
Eva, Better take more dexatri ms!
O nl y 7 days unti l: Sun, sand .. .
(rocks), biki ni's, H awaiian Tropic,
Jed & Travis. See you on th e plane!
Love, I (w/nr)
Luvnit, W hite Fi ero - Still think
you're cu te. From Girl in Quant.
Class
Tom Carney: You are NOT forgot-

ten! Great job as quarterback!! P.S.
Loved the underwear.

Huntress, 4/2/87, 2:00 p.m. Same

place as before. I'll be watchin g
from above. I hope you don't have
to work! C.B.C.T.

To the Brothers of Nu Sigma Phi,
Thanks for helping us to help others.
Hotline

To the Original Dogwoman &
r Faithful Companion, Woof-ya-beenTony 0., Real men don't say doi n' my favorite dude-dogs? Respond . Jammin' "Ralph-Ralph" EEESH." I don't know . .. you tell
Ralph" (get iH)
me. Coach Gilmour

To Ken in 608 Burch, I still desire

To Ken in 608 Burch, I love those

Patty ... Ya see there was thi s guy
... (Oh no not again) Kelly do you
remember thi s?!! Am . You guys are
so crazy! Linda P.S. Respond .

Scott Babe, Thanks for ALL th e
good times we spent togeth er
WHILE you were home. I'll mi ss ya
sweetie!!!! Wai It til ' next time!! Lisa
Babe! XOXO
Lena, Congrats! But I question : Are
you gonna wea r white? Love, Your
Bridesmaid

and very good looking. As I said
before, I'd like to get to know you.
From someone in your Bu s. O rg. &
Mng. (M ,W 12:15-1:30) Ms. Shy
Margo: Thanks fo r th e ta lk we had .
, I'm glad we got to know each other.
Love, Vicky
Sigma Theta Chi: Way to go! Congratul ation s on your victory. It was
a great ga me. P.S. Al ex, I love your
sexy legs!

M arycl aire: You're always th ere
when I need you. I owe you so
much. I love ya lots! Love Always,
Vicky
Marty Moose, Heard you have a
cute gluteus maxi mus. Can we have
a private, or not-so-private viewing?Gantu, Three Lustful Women
Michele, Sorry you

didn't like
Scott's fri end! It was worth a try
wasn't it?? Wi II you forgive me???
Wh at are fri ends for??? Love, Lisa

xoxo

Full-time Lover! Wild ,
handsome, rich men with a hot
body need only apply. Inquire at
Rooms 202, 302 and 606. Appl ications bei ng accepted.

Wanted:

NEED
~ A DATE?

\}

~

The Independent will
help you find the man or
woman you 've been
looking for! All you do is
fill out a dateline personal telling a little bit
about yourself and what
type of person you' re
looking for.

If they are interested
in you, they will come to
the Independent office
and leave you a letter or
personal. We will not
give your address,
name or phone number
away! Every week, you
can check at the Indy office
for
your
respondents. There is a
25~ charge for each
dateline personal.

Brothers of Pi , You mean th e world
to me and always w ill. H ave faith in
yo urse lves, we ca n do it. In
Brotherhood "Da Moose"
Lori, Happy bi rthday! The world
would not be the same w ithout
M ama H offman! The best is yet to
comer Ruthie
The Sisters of Rho Sigma Chi would
like to thank everyone who supported us in pledging this semester.
We would especially like to thank
F-elix for all his help.
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ComicscLtFF's CREW

By Vince Jones· .

DEAR CR/CKETT& SUBB5, WtRE )N
DITIN/Tf TROUBLE HERE.. WE'RE GrmNb
OUR BUTT KICKED BY SOME TEXAN
FAMILY., ONLY YOU CAN HELP US.'
5)6NEO, TTIE OTHER YICE FROM MIAMI .. .

M.A.

" nb

'nass\'-

C\ Q (!I,"''"'~

By Douglas Batson
and Sue Begley

vv--.1)-n ,-

THIS MEANS A TRIP DOWN ID FLORIDA,/'dY
FRIEND.. WE'RE TALKJNG SPRIN6 BREAK 87...
CHAOS, CROWDS,c!CRAZINESS._ ONLY ONE
WAY OF 6ETT7NG TUfRE., M.V.~ NOl){Jl£_1

Section 8

'RR! RENJND !£TV ASI( J.. t CAS
W.5E;CJ'KAY! I JIA
8UlY£T"

By Heidi Errington
and Mike Coyne

~os\-

~~1"V"~

cl :.,"' .. .,'···

L - - - - -- ----·'

r111:!)'l

sLA- Vn'
0>

Friends shouldn't let friends swing drunk!!

Pandemonium

By C. M. Di Mattina

1987

1967
"Look Ma, I'm playing dress up' -with your clothes - ha ha!"

Calvin

"Ma! Your pantyhose are too
big, I can't go out in these."

by Christian Halter

yCJ -1,·H, ~<4t4,'
, rNu
l✓.

-n,.,12

l,.ot~ WI.er
trl"Co~ J.

@a?viN

J
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Intramural and recreational sports-------

lotram,ralbasketb!~yenge

season's conclusion last week with
an exciting playoff tournament.
Monday's opening round saw
three upsets. 11th place Animals,
upset 6th place Akeem & The
Dream Machine. Mike Duffy add
ed 12 points for the 34-40 victory. R.
Waite's 17 points and H. Thomas'
12 points led to the 10th seeded
Acid upset over 7th seeded it's a
joke. It was a close 38-36 victory
despite Mike Otero's 24 point individual effort. 9th seeded Bad
Company bumped off the 8th seeded No Names with a 42-36 win.
Ken Markowski put in 13 points for
the No Names while Stanley Matthews led Bad Company with 10 individual points.
Second round teams· match up
didn't quite match up. The 4th seeded Shockers took a 50-38 victory
over the White Knights. Joe King led
the Shockers with 19 points on the
tally.
Tuesday night, the top 3 seeded
teams did a major clean-up job to
advance on to the semi-finals with
the Shockers tour Pelhams' 14
points along with 12 points each .
Devon Hayden and Duke Smith
gave the Jubilee All Stars quite a
comfortable lead over Acid. Bad news
for Bad Company as they bowed to

• •

e

Sweet.Revenge and Bill Feehan's 18
point contribution. Bruce Cooper
and Al Smith jammed their 19 and
16 point efforts down the Animals
throats with a 50-22 victory for Jammin 11.
WednesdaY.'S semi finals was a
night to ·be long remembered . The
top two teams each had to give all
they had to advance on to the finals.
Jubilee All Stars and Shockers both
gave their best performances to
make the competition tight to the
end. Toure Pehlams' 25 points and
Devon Hayden's 14 points were not
quite enough for Jammin II and
Bruce Coopers' 28 point playoff
high.
Kevin McGuirls outstanding
defense along with his 13 point offense could not push his team past

how sweet it is!

Sweet Revenge's full team effort
with 4 of the 6 players all hitting
double digits on the individual stats.
Gentlemen, I would just like to
say that I, Judy Tomko, as the coordinator of intramural sports would
have been proud to escort any of
those four teams to represent Kean
in th Budwei ser Tournament. That
night I saw outstanding basketball
played and in my opinion anyone
of those four teams could have held
their own against any varsity squad
in the state of New Jersey.
However, as only one team can
represent the college the playoffs
had to go on . And Thursday's finals
brought Sweet Revenge their sweet
revenge over last years champs Jammin II. Once again Bruce Cooper
broke the 20 point mark with 23

Exercise Room

CSW-108

East Campus

points for Jammin II but hi s efforts
coul·d not hold up to the team play
of Sweet Revenge. Jim Carcino's 14
points, Bill Feehan's 13 points and
Mike Brennan's 11 points added to
the contributions of Fred Muno_z1 E.9_
Karate Tournament

A Karate Tournament is being
planned for the end of April. Participants will be able to compete as
beginners, intermediates and advanced students. Anyone who is interested in competing should attend
the Karate Class on Mondays
(8:00-10:00 p.m.) CSW118 and

w

Gymnasia -

R
F

4:00-9:00 p.m .
11 :00-3:00 p.m .
12:00-4:00 p.m.
D'.A.ngola/D-110

Notice

All recreational facilities and activities close at 4:00 p.m. Friday,
April 10th for spring break. The
facilities will reopen on Monday,
April 20th.

**Please Note Schedule Changes Beginning
Wednesday, March 25th Due To The Start Of
Second Half Classes**
Afternoon
Evening
T

s
s

Wednesdays (7:30-9:30 p.m .)
D'.A.ngola Gym, Room 107.

Informal Recreation Pool Schedule

M

M 12:00-9:00 p.m.
T 12:00-9:00 p.m .
W 12:00-9:00 p.m.
T 12:00-9:00 p.m.
F 12:00-4:00 p.m .

Tampianoc, Kevin Dugan, Car.los
Saavedra and Rich Tegada gave
them the opportunity to go on and
show their stuff at Budweiser. Congratulations and good luck to you
at Budweiser.

s
s

3:00-5:00 P.M.
7:30-9:30 P.M.
1:45 P.M.-9:30 P.M.
3:00-5:00 P.M.
7:30-9:30 P.M.
1:45-5:00 P.M.
7:30-9:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.
11:00-3:00 P.M.
12:00-4:00 P.M .

Intercollegiate Racing
The Kean College Ski Team
will be conducting an
organizational meeting for
students interested in Intercollegiate Racing . No race experience is necessary! Bring
your energy and enthusiasm
to Room D-126 on March 31
College Hour.

Attention
All Club Representatives!
The Freshman Center ·facilities
are now available to you - for the
purpose of recruiting new
members into your organization.
PLAN A MEETING, A SOCIAL,
OR AN INFORMAL GETlOGETHER and let new students
at Kean know what your club has
to offer them.
If interested, contact Peggy
Melchione at the Freshman
Center, ext. 3114.

Track Club

John Casablancas
"John Casablancas loads the odds in favor of the prospective model.
Founder, president, animator and chief scout of the Elite agencies
worldwide, he discovers and selects, discourages or promotes-makes
and manages the careers of many of the world's most famous models.
John Casablancas now brings the exceptional Elite experience to the
public at large through the Centers that bear his name and that teach courses
in those subjects models epitomize: beauty, poise, grace and femininity.
Among the students, stars in their eyes, are tomorrow's stars-in ours."
-Regency Magazine
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR PROGRAMS , SEND COUPON TO:

15 South Main St. , Edison , N.J. 08837
Corne In For A
1
FREE Personal Evaluation John Casablancas
·
I
'1-i-lhi#W:@+lii·liiNi·
Courses Available :
Call
I
Professional Modeling
I
201-906-9191
Men/Women
I Name :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
□

: Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PUT A NEW FACE ON
YOUR FUTURE!

I
I State:

_ _ _ _ _ Zip :- - - - - -

: Phone : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age: _ __

O Fashion & Beauty Photography
D Pre-Teen Courses
D Film & TV Acting
D Today's Woman
O Make-up Artistry
D Personal Development

For all those interested there
will be a meeting on the East
Campus Track March 30th at
3:30 p.m. Practice will be held
the following week. All
newcomers please contact
James W. Campbel I, Sozio 21 O
(354-8013) .

Kean Variety Show
Scholarship Benefit

Auditions!
To be held on Friday, April 3rd
at 3:00 p.m. in Wilkins Room 143

All Kinds
Of Acts Are Welcome!
For information and audition
appointment cal I
Music Department 527-2107

Invocation
and Benediction Speakers
Needed
Applications for Invocation
and Benediction speakers for
Commencement 1987 will be
available at the Class President's office door in Student
Organization. The application
deadline. is April 8, 1987. Applicants must be full-time
graduating seniors with a
minimum 2.5 GPA.
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Sports
Ice Hockey

By Bill Docherty
Penalties! That one word explains
the downfall of the Kean College ice
hockey team in their semifinal
playoff game with County College
of Morris. The Cougar's inability to
stay out of the penalty box led to
four CCM power play goals as the
Cougar's lost 8-4 at Menn Arena in
•Morristown.
The Cougars played outstanding
hockey for two and a half periods,
but three goals by CCM's Rob Kelly and two by Steve Pierano were
too much to overcome. The
Cougars jumped out to an early 1-0

Cougars fall to CCM in series
edge as they pounded the CCM net
for the first ten minutes of the game.
Marco Viteri scored a power play
goal from in the slot off a feed from
Rich Masini. Kean could have easily had a four goal lead if not for the
goaltending of Morris Colin Quintal. CCM started to take over in the
last ten minutes of the first stanza
and tied the score with a power play
goal. Mike Pinkus took a low slapshot from the point, whi ch found its
way past a screened George Ferrari.
The first stanza ended with the
score tied 1-1 .
Chris Finkle then gave the

Cougars a 2-1 lead early in the second period with an outstanding individual effort. Finkle scored a shorthanded goal when he intercepted
an errant clearing pass by the CCM
goalie and ripped a wrist shot into a
half-empty net. But the Cougars
took some untimely penalties and
quickly found themselves trailing
their quicker opponents. Morri s
scored three goals late in the period
to take a 4-2 lead going into the
final stanza. The Cougars started the
third period with a two-man advantage and cashed in within the first
minute. Ted Plaskon took a pass

from Marco Viteri in front of the net
and flipped a slick pass through the
crease to Masini standing at the
right post. Masini alertly stuffed the
puck past the CCM netminder to
pull Kean within one at 4-3. Kean
was still on the power play when
CCM scored the backbreaking goal.
Kelly scored a shorthanded goal on
a breakaway to put the Cougars
away. Joe Gerbasio scored his fifth
goal of the playoffs late in the game
for the Cougar's final tally.
Morris County won the Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey Conference
Championship on the following

night with a 2-1 victory over
Southern Connecticut.
Cougar Notes: Junior center Rich
Masini represented the Cougars in
the league all-star game last week.
Masini scored a goal and added two
assists to lead the Garden division
to a 9-6 victory over the Empire division. Kean 's other chosen player,
Howie Krieswirth, was unable to
play because of a broken wrist. Joe
Gerbasio, Chris Finkle, John Hall
and Ed Shuman were other Kean
players that had outstanding seasons
and could have easily been chosenfor the all-star squad.

Torrie Rumph named to All America Team
Torrie Rumph (sr., Trenton) a 5'9"
forward co-captain of the Kean College Women's Basketball team
(27-4) has been named to the 1987
Kodak Women's All-America Team
for Division Ill colleges.
Rumph has also been named to
the All Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference first team and All New

Jersey Athletic Conference first team
and has been selected to play in the
New Jersey Basketball Coaches
Association All-Stars. She led the
Kean women to the Final Four with
16.5 ppg and 5.3 rpg.
With 495 points this season
Rumph set a new school record for
season points. The previous record

of 423 pts. was set by Rumph's
teammate Krystal Green (sr., Trenton) a year ago. Rumph earned
1,282 points in her career at Kean .
The Cougars won four conference
titles, and two NCAA Atlantic
Regional Championships while accumulating a 100-13 record during
Rumph's career.

dletown) each, had fairly easy matches. Malmstrom won 6-3, 6-1 at #5
Garone defeated his opponent 6-2,
6-3. Joe Grande (fr., Westfield) won
his co llege debut 6-3, 3-6, 6-1 at #2.
Allan Keich (jr., Bound Brook) was

awarded the Kean College Male
Athlete of the Week for his 4-6, 6-2,
7-6 victory at the #4 slot. Kean hosts
Trenton and Rutgers-Camden this
week.

Tennis
The Tennis team (1-0) is off to a
good start this year with a 5-1 victory over John Jay College. The
newsly elected captains of the
Cougars, Lars Malmstrom (so.,
Absecon) and Tom Garone (j r., Mid-

Softball--------------The Cougar Softball team had a
3-0 week upping their record to 9-6.
Kean pitcher Janice Lemchak (so.,
Wayne) hurled all three wins. In a
6-1 victory over Seton Hall she
allowed only four hits. The team
then overpowered Monmouth in a

doubleheader 7-0, 14-1. Lemchak
allowed only two hits in the 14-1
win. Sara Smith hit a 3-run homer
in the fifth inning of the 7-0 game,
while Lemchak went 2 for 3 at the
plate. In the second game the
leading batters were Mary Ellen Fata

(so., E. Hanover) and Sue Stumpf
(so., Parsippany) who each had 2
RBIs and went 2 for 3. Kean plays
Wagner and Dowling at home this
week before traveling to RutgersNewark and Ursinus.

Baseball

Kean lacrosse off
to
an
explosive
start
Allen Keich named male athlete of the week

The Kean College Baseball team
(9-7) had a 3-1 week defeating
Lehman, 8-7, Bloomfield, 8-5, and

Allen Keich (jr., Bound Brook) of
the Men's Tennis team (1-0) has
been named the Kean College
Athlete oft.he Week for his outstan-

splitting a doubleheader with St.
Thomas 3-1, 3-4. The Cougars are
getting solid pitching and are hop-

ding play in the Cougars' 5-1 victory
over John Jay College in the season
opener.
Keich, who plays in the #4 slot for

ing their bats will come alive this
week when they face six away con~ests in six days.

the Cougars, won 4-6, 6-2 , 7-6 (7-2).
Coach Tony Ochrimenko called his
play in the third set outstanding.

Analysis:

Leonard-Hager showdown
dleweight belt. Heavily favored,
Mugabi is not as talented as
We're just four days away from
originally perceived, maybe Marvin
has slipped a bit, too. But still,
witnessing the most profitable
Hagler has unbelievable strength for
sports spectacle to ever be staged .
a 160-pounder and he hasn't tasted
It's the superfight of the century:
Marvelous Marvin Hagler (66-2-2,
defeat in 10 years.
Leonard, a few yea rs back once
52 KO's) versus Sugar Ray Leonard
(33-1, 24 KO's) in Las Vegas.
lounged on the pedestal Marvin
now occupies. But today there are
Analytically when you try to
dissect this war, you find there exmany questions about Sugar Ray's
ist questionable aspects about each . health, sharpness, timing and intenparticipant. Starting with a dissecsity. After doctors detected retinal
damage to Ray's eye, Leonard quit
tion of the Middleweight Champion
the game, but soon ·came out of
Marvin Hagler, it's evident the
retirement to meet a third-rater namMarvelous one's tremendous skills
have slightly eroded. Marvin's 32
ed Kevin Howard. Even though
now and he's been hit hard but not
Leonard stopped Howard in nine,
Sugar got dumped on his ass for the
hurt severely by his most recent
only time in his career. Understancompetition - John Mugabi, Juan
Domingo Roldan, Thomas Hearns dably, Leonard says his desire and
intensity levels were low, he
and Roberto Duran. Last year
couldn't get up fpr a journeyman.
Mugabi, let me remind you, a beast
offensively but not much defensive- Against Hagler he'll be psychologily gave Marvin a hell of a fight
cally ready all right. Leonard wants
before bowing in the 11th. Mugabi
the peanut~ead badly. Why come
who is only a natural 154-pounder back after a four year layoff? Leonard
says he's detected flaws in Marvin's
reverted back to his normal weight
after Hagler to challenge Duane
artillery. Though Leonard was once
the game's fastest fighter, four years
Thomas, an obscure Detroitan for
the vacant 154 lb. junior mid- of accumulated rust will certainly

By Mark Malinowski

not benefit him. All the greats tried
comebacks - Ali, Louis, Jack
Johnson, Arguello - and they cou ld
not regain their savvy, timing , accuracy of their gracefu l coordination. So will Leonard be the
exception?
Outlook

Sugar probably will come out on
his nimble toes, trying to stick and
move. But Hagler, a relentless beast
in hi s own right, will undoubtedly
look for the kill from the outset.
Although Hagl.er will barely
outweigh Leonard, importantly he
will dwarf Sugar Ray in size and
strength. I can't possib ly see
Leonard keeping Hagler off him
with a variety of jobs and rights.
Consequently bombs will be traded and Ray was always an uncannily accurate puncher. But Hagler will
once again get hit and maybe often,
but there's just no way Leonard will
be able to absorb Haglers punishment. So the logical choice is
Hagler, and I'm afraid Hagler will
pummel Leonard within seven
rounds. But Sugar Ray is my sentimental choice.

the defensive effort were Rielly,
, Feolner, and McGrath. The culmination of this victory improved the
After returning from a spring trip
Cougar's record to 2-0.
to Maryland, where the Cougars
The Cougar's first real test came
competed in four grueling games
on Mqrch 25, when the Cougars
against Maryland 's finest, they have
humiliated Marist, ther conference
been unstoppable. It appears the
rivals, 15-8. The Cougars unleashed
warmer weather and Maryland
a new weapon this week, the "Longwomen did the team justice.
stick (psycho) Midfielders," conThe Cougar's first regular season
sisting of Bob McGrath (New
game was against Widener College
Hampshire) Christopher Fisher (jr.
on March 18. Although plagued by
midfielder) and Jude Tanelli (fr.) all
penalties (18) the Cougars managof whom played an outstanding
ed to defeat the Huskies easily with
game. Also ri sing to the occasion
a final score of 10-5. Scoring for
were Bernard Bragen (jr. midfielder)
Kean was mainly done by Kevin
and Richard Nolley (soph . midDoyle (junior attackman) and John
fielder) who combined to win over
Castles (freshmen midfielder) who
85 % of the face-offs, a crucial aspect
each pumped in three goals. Adding
of the game. The defense again exto the tally were Devries, Peled,
hibited a style of play unWiedner and Nolley, whom each
precedented at Kean College for
had a goal apiece. Jeff Lawlor (j unior
quite some time. The highly trainattackman) led the team with three
ed, explosive unit consists of Tim
assists. James Dunne (tran sfer from
Post (soph. , defense), Jim Donovan
Rutgers, goalie) had 15 saves. On a
(soph., defense), John Freedman
sadder note, Michael Kenned y
(fresh ., defen se), John Feulner
(soph., midfielder) sustai ned a
(fresh., defense), and most imporseason ending knee injury in the
tantly Joseph Rielly (jr., defense).
third quarter of play. The lacrosse
Scoring for the Cougars were: Doyle
team behooves a speedy recovery.
with 4 goals, Lawlor with 3 goals,
All injuries withstanding, the
Castles and Nolley with 2 goals and
Cougars accepted their next
Dyer, Devries, Silver and Bragen
challenge courageously and came
each with a singleton. One of the
up triumphantly, by slaughtering
most important aspects of the game
Manhattanville College 7-1. Doyle
was the overwhelming fan support,
once again led the scoring with 3
which was greatly appreciated by
goals. It appears he will be a force
all. Kean's record now stands at 3-0,
to be reckoned with this year. Carl
the best start the Cougars have had
Dyer (junior midfielder) netted his
in recent times. The Cougars appear
first two goals at the season, while
to be bound for another KnickerCastles and Nolley each had a goal
bocker Conference Championship,
apiece. James Dunne had 9 saves in
which they have not done since
leading the Cougar's to victory. The
1981. The entire Independent staff
defensive unit of Post, Donovan and
wishes them well in this and all
Freedman turned in their second
endeavors.
• fine performance. Also assisting in

By Lisa Dalpan

